1 results was presented at the 1960 Rochester Conference.
The beam was 2 0 observed 3 purified by two velocity spectrometers.
A a hyperon/during the run and -/ 4 the preliminary croa, section. for various K reactions at 1.15 :Bev c bave been reported previously. Reaction (1) was the first one selected for detailed atudy, because it appeared to take place with relatively large probability and because the event. a 2-prong interaction accompanied by a V, was easUy identified. In a volume of the chamber HIlidently restricted .0 that the scanning efficiency was near 100%. 255 such event. were found. These events were measured, and the track data supplied to a computer which te.ted each event for goodness of fit to various kinematic hypotheaes. The poasible reaction., the distribution of evente. and the corresponding ero.s sectlons are given in Table 1 . An event was placed in a given category of Table I X probability for the other hypotheees was < l''1n. It appears likely that the majority of the events in group (e) are also reactions of type (1) . Thia belief is based on the following argument.: (1) . We estimate that 10 to 15% are actually E events.
The energy distribution of the two pions in the K--p barycentric system is Ilhown in Fig. 1 . U the cro.s section were dominated by pha•• space alone, the distribution of the points on the two-dimensional plot of Fig. 1 .. *+ Figure 5 We first restricted our ••lves to production ang1.a with Icoa 81~O.8.
For thh angular ran,. the Adair analysis should be valid if only Sand P wave. are pre.ent in the production process. We then computed" for each event. where
Of the 2<J evente with Ieos 91~O.8, the fraction 0.62*0.09 has "' I~0.5. U;1:he above -mentioned r.striction on the angular interval is sufficient to insure the validity of the Adair anaiysb. this ratio i. expected to be 0.50 for and P a is the momentum of the particle a in the K-p barycentric system.
Since the coef£icient B is a function of the production anale, we want to restrict ourselvee to that ranie of the solid angle where the polar-toequatorW anisotropy i" probably greatest along the normal to the production plane. For production angles near 0 deg and 180 deg (Adair-analy.i. region), one expech the polar-ta-equatorial ratio to be most different from unity in another direction (namely along the direction of the beam). Thus the equatorial region of production angles 18 more likely to show a large anisotropy along the direction in question. Therefore the production-angle range sine~O.866 was - • Since Y may be regarded as a hyperon isobar, which decays into a.
• and a A. it evidently correllJpon.ds to a resonance in pion-hyperon scattering.
The mas. distribution of Fig. 2 then invite. a comparbon to tb.e cross section for pion nucleon scattering in the 3/2-3/2 state. For this purpo.e a p-wave 7 resonance formula employed by Gell-Mann and Watson lor pion-nucleon scattering wae fitted to our 1I/i. data by using the eilbt central histogram intervals of Tla. 2. In lUting the curve, it was found that the interaction radius (a.) could be varied over a wide range without cbanling the goodne.s of fit appreciably, provided that the reduced width (b) wae aho changed appropriately. The radius parameter was therefore fixed arbitrarUy at f1/rn."c • • Even U Y doe. tUl'n out to be a p-wave resonance, tbere are stUI many reasone why tb. 11' -Ii r8sona"_ parameters must not b. taken too literally: (a) There is a small contamination of r,0".. evenh in our data. 
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